
 1. Award: 1.00 point

 2. Award: 1.00 point

Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 044

The following facts apply to Collins, an individual:
• In February of the current year, Hodge, who had owed a $5,000 personal debt to Collins for the past three years, declared 

bankruptcy.
• Collins sold land used in Collins’s business for a $10,000 gain. The land had been purchased by Collins five years prior.
• In July of the current year, Collins received shares of stock as a gift from Bellamy. Bellamy had purchased the shares in 

January of the current year. In November Collins sold the stock for a gain of $3,000.
Considering only the above facts, what will Collins report on the current year tax return?

$2,000 long-term capital gain

$8,000 long-term capital gain

$10,000 ordinary income and $2,000 short-term capital loss

$5,000 long-term capital gain and $3,000 short-term capital gain
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 018

Shomit purchases 100 shares of stock in Classy Corporation for $500 in Year 1. On December 20 of Year 2, he purchases 
an additional 100 shares in the company for $400. On December 27 of Year 2, Shomit sells the 100 shares acquired in Year 
1 for $410. What is Shomit’s resulting basis in the shares acquired on December 20 of Year 2?

$400

$500

$490

$410
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 4. Award: 1.00 point
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 012

Hank’s home is burglarized on December 22, Year 1. Personal property with a fair market value of $40,000 and an 
adjusted basis to Hank of $25,000 is stolen. Hank’s homeowner’s insurance policy leads him to believe he is entitled to 
receive $15,000 in reimbursement for the event, but no settlement has been made with the insurance company by year-
end. Hank’s AGI in Year 1 is $30,000. Assuming Hank itemizes and there has still been no settlement with the insurance 
company at the time of filing, what amount may Hank deduct from AGI on his Year 1 tax return?

$6,900

$21,900

$9,900

$22,000
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 042

An office building owned by Giles was destroyed by Hurricane Belle on October 20, Year 2. Giles received settlement of 
his insurance claim for the destruction of his building on January 5, Year 3. In order to qualify for nonrecognition of gain on 
this involuntary conversion, what is the last date for Giles to acquire qualified replacement property?

December 31, Year 4

October 20, Year 4

December 31, Year 5

January 5, Year 5
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 004

Sal, a lawyer, billed Bob $1,000 for legal services. Bob paid Sal $500 cash and installed a new door for Sal’s office to settle 
the remainder of the bill. Bob normally charges $650 to install a door. What amount does Sal need to report as income for 
tax purposes?

$500

$650

$1,000

$1,150
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 022

Capital gains on collectibles are taxed at a maximum rate of

15 percent.

20 percent.

25 percent.

28 percent.
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 001

Which of the following situations will not result in a tax preparer’s penalty?

At the client’s insistence, the preparer takes and properly discloses a tax position which does not meet the 
reasonable basis standard.

The preparer discloses the client’s personally identifying information to outside parties in order to permit the 
electronic preparation and submission of the client’s return.

The preparer provides his Preparer Tax Identification Number but fails to sign the client’s tax return.

The preparer electronically submits the client’s return but does not provide the client with a copy of the tax 
return.
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 053

Darren sold Section 1245 property for $200,000, to be paid with 6% interest over five annual payments of $40,000, with 
the first payment due this year. Darren purchased the property for $150,000 several years ago and claimed depreciation of 
$25,000. What amount of capital gain will Darren report in the year of sale using the installment method?

$10,000

$25,000

$35,000

$40,000
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 10. Award: 1.00 point

Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 007

Betty, a salesperson, is an employee with $52,000 AGI who maintains a home office for the convenience of her employer, 
Smart Systems. The office takes up 5% of Betty’s home and is used exclusively for her job. Smart Systems reimburses all of 
Betty’s direct costs of maintaining the home office. Betty also has the following expenses associated with her home:

Expense    Amount

Real property taxes on residence $ 3,500

Interest expense on residence $ 5,000

Operating expenses on residence $ 1,800

Depreciation on residence (based on 5% home office use) $ 150

Considering these facts, what amount, if any, may Betty deduct from AGI on her tax return, assuming she elects to itemize 
deductions?

$0

$425

$9,410

$10,450
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 009

On the night of October 14, Year 1, a hurricane caused serious damage to Paige’s personal vehicle and to the roof of her 
personal residence. Just prior to the hurricane, Paige had a $200,000 basis in her home and a $12,000 basis in her 
vehicle, which had a fair market value just prior to the hurricane of $10,000. The damage to the roof is appraised at $7,000 
and the fair market value of the vehicle immediately after the hurricane is appraised at $5,000. Paige is uninsured and has 
a Year 1 AGI of $40,000. What amount of casualty loss deduction may Paige claim on her Year 1 tax return as a result of the 
hurricane?

$9,800

$7,900

$9,900

$7,800
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 014

Which of the following items is a miscellaneous itemized deduction not subject to the 2% of AGI floor?

Gambling losses

Employee business expenses

Tax preparation fees

Hobby losses
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 003

In Year 1, Sandy and Chris Jones provided more than half of the support for each of their four unmarried adult children, 
Megna, Britt, Kay, and Lisa. All four children are U.S. citizens and all but Lisa live near the college they are attending. Megna 
is a 25-year-old full-time graduate student with no income. Britt, a 22-year-old part-time student, earned $15,000 from a 
part-time job as a security guard. Kay, a 19-year-old part-time student, earned $2,000 from a part-time job at the movie 
theater. Lisa, an 18-year-old rebellious child, lived alone, earned $7,700 as a waitress, and did not attend school during 
Year 1.  What is the total number of exemptions Sandy and Chris can claim on their Year 1 joint income tax return?

Three

Four

Five

Six
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 037

Crimson Corp. was organized as a calendar-year corporation in January, Year 1, incurring $51,000 in qualified 
organizational expenses, and began business in March, Year 1. What is the maximum amount Crimson may deduct for 
organizational expenditures on its Year 1 corporate tax return?

$4,000

$6,611

$6,350

$7,133
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 048

On July 1, Year 4, Penelope gave Peter a gift of stock worth $9,000. Penelope had purchased the stock for $10,000 in Year 
2. On November 1, Year 4, Peter sold the stock to an unrelated party for $8,500. What is the amount and character of 
Peter’s gain or loss upon the sale?

$500 short-term capital loss

$1,500 long-term capital loss

$500 long-term capital loss

$1,500 short-term capital loss
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 16. Award: 1.00 point
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 005

Bret and Jay finalized their divorced in Year 1. The divorce decree provides that Bret must pay Jay $20,000 per year until 
their child turns 18 years old in Year 5, upon which the payments will be reduced to $15,000 until Jay’s death. During Year 
2, Bret and Jay agreed that Bret would pay $16,000 directly to Jay and $4,000 to a private school for their child’s tuition. 
What amount, if any, of these payments should be reported as taxable income in Jay’s Year 2 income tax return?

$0

$15,000

$16,000

$20,000
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 051

An office building owned by Milo was destroyed by Hurricane Mel on September 25, Year 4. On October 2, Year 4, the 
President of the United States declared the area where the office building was located a federal disaster area. Milo 
received settlement of his insurance claim for the destruction of his building on January 2, Year 5. In order to qualify for 
nonrecognition of gain on this involuntary conversion, what is the last date for Milo to acquire qualified replacement 
property?

December 31, Year 8

October 2, Year 8

December 31, Year 9

January 2, Year 9
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 019

Helmut purchases 100 shares of stock in Caisson Corporation for $1,000 in Year 1. On December 1 of Year 2, he purchases 
an additional 100 shares in the company for $1,500. On December 28 of Year 2, Helmut sells the 100 shares acquired in 
Year 1 for $1,200. What is Helmut’s recognized gain or loss from the December 28 sale, and what is his resulting basis in 
the stock purchased on December 1 of Year 2?

Recognized Gain or Loss on Sale Resulting Basis in December 1 Purchase

$0 $1,800

Recognized Gain or Loss on Sale Resulting Basis in December 1 Purchase

$0 $1,500

Recognized Gain or Loss on Sale Resulting Basis in December 1 Purchase

$300 loss $1,200

Recognized Gain or Loss on Sale Resulting Basis in December 1 Purchase

$200 gain $1,500
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 038

Linda, a cash-basis calendar-year taxpayer, started upSweets Bakeryas a sole proprietorship on September 1, Year 1.  Linda 
incurred and paid $53,150 in start-up expenses during the three months prior to beginning business.  What is the maximum 
amount of start-up costs deductible on Linda’s Year 1 tax return?

$1,850

$2,990

$5,000

$6,070
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 036

Chad, a sole proprietor of a private boat charter business, purchased and placed into service eightused boats for 
$260,000 each on May 1, Year 1. Chad’s taxable business income for Year 1 is $400,000. Assuming the limit is $500,000 
and the phase-out threshold is $2,010,000, what is the maximum amount, if any,that Chad can deduct under Section 179 
for Year 1?

$0

$400,000

$430,000

$500,000
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 050

Uncle Ubb gave his nephew, Leroy Lamprey, a gift of stock worth $10,000. Uncle Ubb’s basis in the stock was $15,000. 
Leroy sold the stock to an unrelated party for $11,000. What amount of gain or loss, if any, should Leroy report as a result of 
this sale?

$0

$4,000 loss

$200 gain

$1,000 gain
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 021

What is the required holding period for qualified dividends?

Greater than 15 days during the 31-day period starting 15 days before the ex-dividend date

Greater than 30 days during the 61-day period starting 30 days before the ex-dividend date

Greater than 45 days during the 91-day period starting 45 days before the ex-dividend date

Greater than 60 days during the 121-day period starting 60 days before the ex-dividend date
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 010

Zander, who is 16 years old and claimed as a dependent on another taxpayer’s return, has no unearned income but made 
$2,500 working part-time at the pet store. Assuming the applicable standard deduction amount for dependents is $1,050 
for the year, what amount, if any, of Zander’s income is taxable?

$0

$1,100

$1,450

$2,500
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 24. Award: 1.00 point

 25. Award: 1.00 point

Zunilda is 64-year-old individual with an AGI of $25,000 in Year 1. She began living in a nursing home in Year 1 upon the 
recommendation of her primary care physician in order to receive medical care for a specific condition. She had the 
following unreimbursed expenses in Year 1:

Expense Amount
Nursing home health care costs $5,000
Nursing home meal and lodging costs   8,000
Prescription drugs   1,500

As a result of these unreimbursed expenses, how much may Zunilda deduct from AGI on her Year 1 tax return if she elects 
to itemize deductions?

$12,000

$4,000

$12,625

$4,625
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 006

In June of Year 2, Vasilia received a state income tax refund of $500 for overpayment of state income tax in Year 1. Vasilia 
deducted $1,800 of state income tax on Form 1040 for Year 1, making Vasilia’s itemized deductions exceed the applicable 
standard deduction in Year 1 by $300. What amount, if any, of the state income tax refund is taxable on Vasilia’s Year 2 
Form 1040?

$0

$200

$300

$500
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Spilker Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities Roger CPA Review Qu. 041



















In Year 3 Daniels, an individual, sold Section 1245 property for $21,000 that had an adjusted basis of $12,000, resulting in a 
$9,000 gain. The property had cost Daniels $20,000 when purchased in Year 1, and $8,000 of MACRS depreciation had 
been taken. How should Daniels report the gain on Daniels’ Year 3 tax return?

As a long-term capital gain of $9,000

As an ordinary gain of $1,800 and a long-term capital gain of $7,200

As an ordinary gain of $8,000 and a long-term capital gain of $1,000

As an ordinary gain of $7,200 and a long-term capital gain of $1,800
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